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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Grumpy's Old Time Eatery from Wingham. Currently,
there are 15 meals and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Grumpy's Old Time
Eatery:

We stopped into Grumpy's for breakfast on a Sunday morning. The menu has many choices for reasonable
breakfast prices.We seated ourselves and were almost immediately attended to by a friendly server who brought
us coffee right away and helped us make food decisions with confidence and a smile. Food was quick, hot, and

delicious. Coffee top-ups were offered twice which was excellent. Atmosphere was quiet and pleasant. read
more. When the weather conditions is good you can also have something outside. What User doesn't like about

Grumpy's Old Time Eatery:
My family and I really enjoy Grumpy's Wing Nights. They have lots of different options for reasonable prices. One
improvement that the restaurant can make is their wait staff. Often times they are very unprofessional and do not

have good serving etiquette. They have their hair down, serve across in front of the customer, and sometimes
walk with straws touching their shirts.. ew. Other then that I really enjoy coming... read more. The typical

Canadian menus from Grumpy's Old Time Eatery, prepared with ingredients from the country, are popular, for
breakfast they serve a varied breakfast here. It should not be forgotten that there is a large variety of coffee and

tea specialties in this locale, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an
original manner.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Burger�
B.L.T.

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Sandwiche�
B.L.T

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Coffe�
COFFEE

Appet�er�
FRIED PICKLES

DEEP FRIED PICKLES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
SAUSAGE

EGGS

POTATOES

TOMATOES

PEPPERONI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 - 23:30
Tuesday 11:00 - 23:30
Wednesday 11:00 - 23:30
Thursday 11:00 - 00:30
Friday 11:00 - 01:30
Saturday 11:00 - 01:30
Sunday 11:30 - 23:30
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